INTRODUCTION
More than 150 state and federal statutes' allow courts to award attorney fees to parties substantially prevailing 2 in litigation. Few of these statutes, however, specify what formula courts ought to use when making fee awards.
3 At present, the question of how much losers must pay to winners is a matter of judicial construction of statutes which provide only that the fees awarded be "reasonable." ' 4 The absence of standards has resulted in, a lack of uniformity among trial court fee awards. In an effort to develop standards, courts began to require compensation at the "prevailing market rate." The Supreme Court has recently endorsed this approach.
5
This article will first analyze different approaches to compensation rates in light of various theories of attorney fees. Second, it will review the case law developing the compensation formulas for court awarded fees and will consider the legislative history of statutory fee shifting. Finally, it will explore the meaning of the prevailing market rate formula and will show that courts using such a formula commonly misapply market rate analysis and fail to appreciate the need for a Copyright © 1984 Law and Contemporary Problems * Associate Professor of Law, New York Law School (on leave); Visiting Fellow in Legal Policy, The Heritage Foundation, Washington, D.C.
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1. A list of federal statutes is provided in an appendix to Ramos v. Lamm, 539 F. Supp. 730, 755 (D. Colo. 1982) . See also Attorney Fee Awards Reporter, which lists statutes in the index of each issue.
2. The term "prevailing party" has become a term of art. By judicial construction, fee awards have been limited for the most part to prevailing plaintiffs on the grounds that (a) plaintiffs have been chosen to implement this given congressional policy, and (b) an award to a prevailing plaintiff is generally paid by an opposing party who has violated federal law (not true of the converse situation of a prevailing defendant). See Christiansburg Garment Co. v. EEOC, 434 U. S. 413 (1978) . Absent some success on the merits, a party is not entitled to a fee award. Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 103 S. Ct. 3274, 3281 (1983) . However, when a plaintiff prevails on some counts, he can recover fees for the work expended on successful claims. Hensley v. Eckerhart, 103 S. Ct. 1933 103 S. Ct. , 1940 103 S. Ct. (1983 .
3. See, e.g., Equal Access to Justice Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(2)(A) (1976) (establishing $75-per-hour cap for attorney fee awards in suits against the United States absent court determination of special circumstances justifying higher fee); 38 U.S.C. § 3404(c) (1976) (attorneys may not collect more than $10 for representing a claimant before the Veterans' Administration); International Claims Settlement Act, 22 U. S.C. § 1623(0 (1982) (limits compensation to 10% of benefits paid to claimant).
4. See, e.g., Civil Rights Attorneys' Fees Award Act, 42 U. S.C. § 1988 S.C. § (Supp. V 1981 . 5. Blum v. Stenson, 104 S. Ct. 1541 (1984 .
determination of reasonableness. While encouragement of litigation through fee shifting is a policy articulated in present statutes, awards based on the conventional (yet, in the view of this author, erroneous) theory of "prevailing" market rates may well lead to excessive fees, thus creating incentives for excessive litigation.
II JUSTIFICATIONS FOR COURT AWARDED FEES AND COMPENSATION

FORMULAS
Traditionally, both plaintiffs and defendants in American courts bear their own civil litigation costs. 6 In contrast to this "American rule," the British legal system typically indemnifies the winning party, whether it be plaintiff or defendant. 7 However, common law exceptions to the American rule have long permitted courts to award fees against a losing party that acted in bad faith. 8 More recently, statutes have been promulgated which permit shifting fees onto defendants in order to encourage litigation or subsidize public law suits. 9 It is important to distinguish among and analyze the major rationales for requiring one party in a dispute to pay the fees of another. In brief, there are four justifications:
10 to make a prevailing party whole, to encourage certain types of litigation, to punish certain types of parties, and to provide financial assistance to the prevailing party or his attorneys.
A. The Out-of-Pocket View
In England and some other common law countries, attorney fees are awarded to ensure that prevailing parties-whether plaintiffs or defendants-are not out-ofpocket for vindicating just legal positions.II Normally, the courts require losers to pay winners either "necessary and proper" or "reasonable" costs. 12 In either case, the winning party must pay for nonessential services provided. In determining costs, courts take account of the client's expenses. Since awards never exceed fees billed, the central question is what a party was charged by his attorney. In many cases this is a routine matter. However, when a lawyer takes on a casepro bono, the 6. See Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc'y, 421 U. S. 240, 248 (1975) . SYSTEM, ch. 20 (5th ed. 1980) , and Goodhart, Costs, 38 YALE L.J. 849, 852 (1929) .
See generally, WALKER & WALKER, THE ENGLISH LEGAL
8. See Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc'y, 421 U.S. at 258-9, and Newman v. Piggie Park Enter., Inc., 390 U. S. 400, 402 n.4 (1968) .
9. See supra, note 1. 10. Rowe has made use of a somewhat different six-part classification of rationales which he sees as reflecting "three major strains-equity, litigant incentives and externalities." Rowe, The Legal Theory of Attorney Fee Shti/zig. A Cntical Overview, 1982 DUKE L.J. 651, 652-53. 11. See WALKER & WALKER, supra note 7. See also Rowe, supra note 10, at 653-57 for arguments against such a "two-way" fee shifting rule.
12. Where the court awards costs "as between party and party," "[t]he taxing officer disallows any expenses not strictly necessary and proper to establish the party's case or defense." Where costs are taxed on a "common fund" basis, as is the case where a litigant's expenses are paid out of a legal aid fund, all reasonable expenses are recoverable. A. KIRALFY, THE ENGLISH LEGAL SYSTEM, 271-72 (5th ed. 1973). [Vol. 47: No. I party represented has had no actual expenses. Strictly construed, the out-of-pocket rationale would prohibit compensation in such cases.
In the United States, public interest law firms or legal services programs that do not charge their clients would not be able to make a fee request under this rationale. On the other hand, if we were to adopt the view that many attorneys instigate public interest lawsuits on behalf of nominal clients, we could reimburse the cost of such representation even though the client was charged no fee. This raises the question of how to measure "actual cost" where no fee is set. As an employee of a legal aid program, a legal aid attorney is paid on the same basis as in-house counsel, that is, he receives a fixed salary. Thus, it could be argued, both in-house counsel and members of public interest law firms should be compensated for the hourly equivalent of their salary plus an allocation for overhead. With such a structure, counsel who take on a case gratis could be indemnified even utilizing the out-of-pocket view.
In short, when the market between attorneys and their clients cannot give us an actual cost figure, we may look to a substitute market, viz., that existing between attorneys and their employers, for assistance in determining a reasonable fee.
B. The Encouragement Approach
In contrast to the typical indemnification of winning parties typically resulting from the English rule, fee shifting under the American rule requires a judicial or statutory exception.i 3 Numerous federal and state statutes provide such exceptions,' 4 most often out of a desire to encourage specific types of litigation. The "encouragement" approach is premised on the view that particular types of litigation will not be brought without some form of subsidy (government or otherwise) to plaintiffs.i 5 This alleged "market failure" is corrected by statutes providing for court awarded fees designed to attract plaintiffs (or attorneys) to such litigation.
Generally, those who adopt this approach accept the sociological premise that many lawsuits are attorney-generated rather than client-generated, as well as the economic premise that attorneys will always seek income maximization. This perspective views an attorney's opportunity cost, that is, the money which he could have made had he taken a potentially lucrative case, as the minimum sum that will encourage him to take a less attractive case which we as a society might wish him to bring. 16 13. See Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc'y, 421 U. S. 240, 260 (1975) .
14. See supra, note 1.
15. If encouragement of certain types of lawsuits is for the public good, it is not clear why the subsidy should come from litigants rather than from the state, Rowe's suggestion that it would be "unfair, uneconomical and impractical" to externalize the costs of fee shifting recognizes this general concern but neatly avoids pursuing it. Rowe, supra note 10, at 673. One way to test whether the citizenry sees such litigation as a "public" good would be to offer Congress the choice between supporting it with public funds and taxing losers to pay winners.
16. It is sometimes assumed that the encouragement rationale does not apply to legal services and public interest law organizations. Some commentators argue that those legal services organizations which exist to provide counsel to the poor and are funded by state and federal governments choose their cases without reference to the likelihood of fee recovery. Indeed, there is a moral argument against paying fees
C. The Punishment Position
Fees are sometimes shifted in order to punish misconduct either in the underlying transaction or in the course of the litigation. There are three justifications for this: to punish the offender, to provide additional compensation to the injured party, and to deter further improper use of the courts. 17 As an example of punishment for transaction misconduct, under Georgia law a defendant is liable for the plaintiffs attorney fees if he breaches a contract in bad faith., Indeed, in many states, attorney fees are an element of punitive damages.1 9 The logic here is that such defendants are in some sense "bad" men who should be financially punished above and beyond compensatory damages. The power to levy such fees has been recognized as an inherent, equitable power of the federal courts. Thus, no statutory authority is required.
20
The judicial decision to "punish" party-litigants or their attorneys can result from inappropriate conduct during the course of the litigation as well. These abuses include the bringing of meritless lawsuits and the use of harassing or delaying tactics. Recently, a federal district court ordered not the plaintiff but the plaintiff's attorney to reimburse expenses incurred in defending a meritless lawsuit.
2 ' The judge relied on his "inherent" power under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to tax an offending attorney with his opponent's legal fees.
22 Also, 28 U.S.C. § 1927 provides for assessment of fees against an attorney who "unreasonably and vexatiously" multiplies the proceedings. In the same vein, courts also have the power to award fees to a party who suffers from his opponent's to state subsidized non-profit legal services providers: Financial considerations are inappropriate when selecting legal aid cases. The job of legal aid is to provide legal assistance to those who cannot afford to hire a lawyer without regard to the likelihood of recovering a fee. It should be noted that the Legal Services Corporation Act generally prohibits legal aid lawyers from accepting cases which generate fees. See 42 U.S.C. § 2996f(b) (1982) .
On the other hand, others have argued that since government support and operating revenues are limited, even legal services organizations "would naturally be constrained to devote their energies to the kinds of suits in which fee awards are available." San Filippo v. Secretary of Health and Human Servs., 564 F. Supp. 173, 313-328 (1982) .
Indeed, many non-profit law firms are aggressively going after attorney fees to meet budget shortfalls. For example, the Center for Law in the Public Interest, a Los Angeles-based public interest law firm, received over 1.7 million dollars in fees in the period 1975-1980, more than half its budget. As a result, the firm had to seek a special exemption from IRS regulations governing qualifications for tax-exempt status.
Too Much Cash Brings Woe to Law Center, Nat'l L.J., Feb. 4, 1980, at 3, col. 1. 17. See generally Mailer, Punitive Attorneys' Fees for Abuses of the Judicial System, 61 N.C.L. R'Ev. 613 (1983) .
18. Ga. Code Ann. § 20-1404 (1977 Lurking in the background of much fee shifting discussion is the notion that public interest law firms and legal aid organizations are worthy-of largesse. Following this view, one could award non-profit institutions exceptionally high fees on the grounds that they serve a useful social function and need additional funds to balance their budget.
2 5 This position may well provide an underlying rationale for large fee awards often justified on other grounds. However well-intentioned, this position does violence to any general theory of attorney fees. The moral worth or desert of plaintiffs attorneys ought not have any relevance to the fee structure a court applies. It would not be fair to require defendants to support financially a plaintiff's decision to hire "good guys" as counsel. 27 The Lindy Court first developed some basic standards for fee awards. It began by multiplying the attorney's normal billing rate by the number of hours spent on the litigation. This calculation yielded a "lodestar" fee figure, deemed "the only reasonably objective basis for valuing an attorney's services." ' 28 This figure was then adjusted with reference to several criteria including the likelihood of success and the quality of the attorney's work.
III
29
The Johnson Court borrowed a "laundry list" of criteria from the Model Code of Professional Responsibility for evaluating 30 -the time and labor required; -the novelty and difficulty of the questions; -the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly; -the preclusion of other employment by the attorney due to acceptance of the case; -the customary fee for similar work; -whether the fee is fixed or contingent;
-time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances; -the amount involved and the results obtained; -the experience, reputation, and ability of the attorneys; -the "undesirability" of the case; -the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; -awards in similar cases. 3 '
In a trilogy of opinions, the Copeland v. Marshall case produced arguments both critical and supportive of the lodestar formula.
32 Copeland concerned a fee award to Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, a Washington law firm, for representing Departmeht of Labor employees in a Title VII sex discrimination case. In a settlement agreement, the plaintiffs received $33,000 in back pay. Plaintiffs then requested payment of their fee "at the law firm's customary hourly rate," amounting to $206,000. 33 The district court discounted that request by approximately twentytwo percent, awarding the firm $160,000.
3 4 On appeal, a panel of the D.C. Circuit, suggesting the need for stricter fee shifting standards when the United States is a defendant, remanded the case, providing principles for an alternative fee award calculation.
35 Thereafter, the panel denied rehearing, but issued a second, clarifying opinion. 36 Ultimately, the appellate court reinstated the lodestar, market-based approach in an en banc opinion affirming the district court's original fee award.
37
In Copeland I, Judge Wilkey rejected the lodestar calculation for a novel approach-a cost-plus-profit formula-which enjoyed a brief tenure until vacated by Copeland III The cost-plus-profit approach separates the attorney's fee into three components: the proportionate salary paid the attorney, the allocable over- The court also noted that in cases in which the firm had received a court awarded fee in public interest litigation it had traditionally contributed the fee to a public interest law firm. Id at 883 n.l. [Vol. 47: No. I head costs (including secretarial and paralegal services), and a return of profit to the firm.
38 Such an analysis is more sophisticated than the lodestar approach because it requires a court to evaluate the various elements of a fee, rather than merely to accept a reported billing rate. In contrast to the simple lodestar approach, the cost-plus-profit standard specifically subjects to scrutiny both the salary paid each attorney and the overhead and profit margin allowed the firm before adjustments are made for the complexity of the case, the competence of the attorneys, the degree of success achieved, etc. In both the lodestar and cost-plus formulas, courts are called upon to apply the Johnson factors. 39 The difference is in the determination of the "starting point." Judge Wilkey characterized his innovation as one abandoning the traditional hourly-fee lodestar "in favor of a principle of reimbursement to a firm for its costs, plus a reasonable and controllable margin for profit." '40 CopelandIII rejected this approach for several reasons. First, the court observed that the test posed considerable administrative difficulties.
4 1 The problems associated with allocation of overhead costs, calculation of costs associated with "imputed salaries" for firm partners, and determination of a "reasonable" profit were deemed to raise "the specter of a monumental inquiry on an issue wholly ancillary to the substance of the lawsuit. ' 42 Second, the court asserted that focusing on incurred costs rather than on market-based charges, was "fundamentally inconsistent" with the congressional purpose behind statutory fee shifting. Finally, the court noted that the earlier panel opinions gave no reasons why rates established by market pressures would in fact differ from those achieved through the cost-plus-profit computation. 44 However, in New York Association for Retarded Children v. Carey, decided last year, the Second Circuit found that a cost-plus analysis would indeed yield rates different from a market analysis where non-profit attorneys are concerned. 45 In Carev, the court was addressing the appropriate fee award standard for non-profit attorneys under the Civil Rights Attorneys' Fees Award Act of 1976.46 The legislative history of that Act did not clearly indicate how the drafters would figure fee awards. It simply called upon courts to award fees "adequate to attract competent counsel, but which do not produce windfalls to attorneys. The court, referring favorably to Judge Wilkey's cost-plus approach, found that an award of fees "to nonprofit lawyers based upon billing rates charged by profit-making lawyers inevitably produces a windfall." '48 This is because the salary and overhead components of a private firm's billing rate generally reflect greater expenses than those incurred by non-profit organizations and because the very notion of a "profit" component for a non-profit firm raises questions of reasonableness. 49 While the court noted that a cost-plus formula would eliminate any windfall aspect of a fee, it declined to require such an approach in light of administrative difficulties and judicial precedents which frowned upon disparate treatment of profit-making and non-profit attorneys. Instead, the court permitted payment to non-profit attorneys based on the rates charged by comparably skilled attorneys in private practice-with one caveat: The court called upon district judges to familiarize themselves with the customary billing rates in their communities so that they could set a "break point" hourly-rate figure which would represent a fee for non-profit organizations short of a windfall. 50 Beyond this figure, fees would be deemed to incorporate the higher overhead costs and profit component associated with profit-making firms.
The most recent and authoritative opinion on the subject of fee computation is the Supreme Court's decision in Blum v. Stenson, decided only last March.
5 1 There, the Court found the language of the Civil Rights Attorneys' Fees Award Act and its statutory history to require calculation of reasonable fees "according to the prevailing market rates in the relevant community.
'5 2 The Court rejected arguments that market rates provide excessive fees to non-profit legal services organizations and that a cost-based standard should therefore be applied to their fee requests.
The Court focused on the three district court cases which were cited in the legislative history of the Act as applying correct fee shifting standards. 53 Since the fee awards in those cases were based on customary billing rates, the Court drew the conclusion that Congress approved of the prevailing market rate approach. The Court did not take special note of Congress's further statement that "[t]hese cases have resulted in fees which are adequate to attract competent counsel, but which do not produce windfalls to allorneys. "-54 The Court did not read this statement to require courts to scrutinize billing rates for windfalls to particular attorneys. Instead, without analysis, it assumed that prevailing rates are reasonable, advising that "[t]he policy arguments advanced in favor of a cost-based standard should be addressed to Congress rather than to this Court. [Vol. 47: No. 1
IV COMPENSATION FORMULAS, FEE-SHIFTING RATIONALES, AND THE
MARKET FOR ATTORNEYS
The Supreme Court pointed out in Blum that the factors which affect fees in the market are too complex to replicate in the non-market fee shifting situation.
56
Billing rates vary widely depending on the attorney's length of experience, ability, and status (i.e., whether he or she is an associate, partner, or "of counsel"). Not only is a partner's time worth more due to his greater experience and prestige, but the overhead attributable to him is likely to be far above that of an associate: Partners' larger, deluxe offices and additional support staff add to their overhead. Equally important, fees paid by a client are seldom billed at a flat rate. While firms may have a "public" billing rate for each attorney, the final bill is often adjusted, taking into account such things as the success of the representation, the quality of the work, the likelihood of future business from the client, and the ability of the client to pay.
57
In lieu of going into all these factors in determining each fee request, a possibly Herculean task, the courts have taken two different approaches. The lodestar approach abstracts from all the complexity and variety in market-based attorney fees and instead adopts a general "bright-line" figure based on public billing rates. The cost-plus approach, in contrast, looks closely at the actual costs incurred by the particular provider of legal services. Both methods obscure what are potentially the most difficult problems of fee calculation, the former by ignoring particularities, the latter by focusing on them.
The two approaches also differ in their reflection of the four rationales for fee shifting discussed above. The cost-plus approach adopts a variant of the out-ofpocket view, making it possible to exclude "luxury" elements from the fee award.
58
Rather than basing compensation on opportunity costs, fees can be based on expenses incurred plus a reasonable profit. Overhead costs geared to the needs and desires of corporate clients can be adjusted downward when pro bono work is undertaken. Similar downward revision can be taken with respect to attorney salaries and profit margins if the prestige of the firm and its typical clientele result in an inflated fee structure. This resembles the English view of fee shifting. A party whose expenses are to be paid by its adversary can recover all "necessary and proper" costs, but must be prepared to pay for non-essential services. The cost-plus formula also incorporates the encouragement rationale insofar as it deems compensation for costs plus a reasonable profit sufficient to encourage competent attorneys to take socially desired cases. Though such a fee would not equal the opportunity costs of the most highly paid corporate attorneys, it would not ultimately require any financial sacrifice on their part and hence should not discourage them from taking such cases pro bono publico. This is in keeping with the encouragement rationale, the intent of which is to overcome the discouragement which results from unreasonably low fees.
In contrast, the "market rate" approach often promotes litigation through unreasonably high fees. Indeed, this approach, including the lodestar method, appears designed to subsidize public interest litigation and to punish "bad" defendants. It often will provide non-profit attorneys a greater award than will the cost-plus formula, especially when such billing rates are at the higher end of the market. 60 Where the losing party is worthy of punishment or has a deep pocket, this may not be offensive. However, the higher award will have no logical connection to the appropriate degree of punishment 61 and will, at best, have retributive and redistributive effects. Though the punishment and financial need rationales could thus be argued to justify the lodestar approach, attorney fees have traditionally been used to punish misconduct only when there is statutory authority for punitive damages or when federal courts exercise their equitable power. There is nothing in the legislative history of the most often utilized fee shifting statutes to suggest that Congress saw all losing parties to be worthy of "punishment" through the awarding of exceptional fees. On the contrary, Congress has mandated that "reasonable fees" be awarded. 62 We cannot assume that awards which indiscriminately reflect the billing rates of opposing counsel will in all cases be "reasonable. ' 63 Should the purpose of this wealth-shifting be assistance to public interest attorneys, surely the preferable response is direct government subsidy through, for example, Legal Services Corporation grants. Requiring losers to pay going rates to all winners' attorneys not only puts the burden of subsidy on a relatively small sector of society, but subsidizes public interest and profit-making law firms alike.
If, then, both congressional intent and common sense favor an encouragement approach, in what ways can courts determine how much encouragement is needed to secure attorneys for lawsuits in the congressionally favored litigation categories?
Encouragement is the product of both risk and reward. That is to say, in measuring encouragement, the level of any award must be discounted by the likelihood of securing it.64 The more certain and potentially greater the recovery, the more likely an attorney is to devote his efforts to the lawsuit. Conversely, holding the amount of the potential fee award constant, a low probability of success will make an attorney less likely to accept a case.
This relationship has led many judges to award multiple fees or contingency There are two problems with this approach, however. First, a discretionary bonus, coming upon successful completion of the case, cannot serve as an encouragement to take a case. Rather, it is an encouragement to do a good job once a case has already been accepted. The decision to accept a case more likely depends on the attorney's assessment of its merits, his interest in it, and the state of his calendar. Furthermore, once an attorney takes on the case, he is bound by professional ethics to provide competent and diligent representation.
6 7 If extraordinary efforts are expended and unexpected successes are achieved as a result, then a bonus for exceptional service may be in order. 68 However, as such rewards do not compensate for the original riskiness of the case, they cannot function as encouragement to take cases. The second problem with encouragement bonuses is that the higher the rate is, the more likely fee shifting will not simply replicate the rate which would prevent attorneys from turning down meritorious cases because of economic need, but rather will skew the legal market in favor of bringing certain categories of lawsuits, regardless of their merits. Higher-than-market rates wil certainly encourage litigation in a particular area, but the potential reward may be so high as to overcompensate for the riskiness of a suit with little merit. 69 In addition, such overpayment Present fee award statutes are generally considered to incorporate what economists call a "favored plaintiffs" rule because they are typically applied in the case of successful plaintiffs. Such a rule will affect both the comparative position of plaintiffs and defendants and the frequency of litigation. As its name suggests, the favored plaintiffs rule enhances the position of the plaintiff at the expense of the defendant. Priest, supra. Under such a rule, plaintiffs will be encouraged to sue whenever they believe their suit is meritorious.
However, there is no reason to assume only meritorious actions will be encouraged. Incentives provided by statutory fee awards which operate only in favor of plaintiffs will likely enhance the attractiveness of suits which are less meritorious. When plaintiffs lose, they are not charged for the costs incurred in defending against their invalid claims. Particularly where public interest attorneys provide free representation, such a rule has an indiscriminately encouraging effect on plaintiffs. Furthermore, the shifting of attorney fees will increase the frequency of litigation. This is because the higher the expected value of a suit, determined by the combination of the probability of success and the amount at stake in the case, the to attorneys when they prevail effectively subsidizes lawsuits on which they do not prevail. This is contrary to the intent of Congress which has specified that only "prevailing parties are to recover fees." ' 70 Others who are concerned that potential plaintiffs may be dissuaded from litigating have utilized liberal "market rates" in awarding fees.
7 1 These judges perhaps seek to encourage litigation by compensating attorneys for their "opportunity cost." A problem arises here, however, when these judges mistake an attorney's public billing rate for his opportunity cost. The mere fact that an attorney has a schedule of billing rates does not mean that he receives those rates at all times and from all clients. He may actually charge each client what the underlying market can bear, using his public rates as a negotiating tool. The court deemed the law firm's actual rates to be "discounted" in an effort to accomodate their non-profit clients. The court argued that $60-100 per hour did not reflect the "true value of the services rendered" because other firms doing similar anti-discrimination work commanded higher rates. The court assumed that the $75-175 range constituted the "prevailing market rate" for Title VII attorneys because some of the larger corporate law firms which took such cases commanded these fees. The court further assumed that the market is the same whether the case is taken by labor union law firms, public interest attorneys, or large corporate firms.
The Laf.y court seems to have misunderstood the concept of opportunity cost. In order to compensate accurately for opportunity costs, a court would have to determine what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller for the services rendered. This is a far more complex endeavor than simply multiplying the number more likely the favored plaintiffs' rule will increase rather than decrease the frequency of litigation because it increases the amount at stake between the parties. Id at 166.
70. See supra note 25, and Rose, Jones & Kelly, Reform of Civl Rights Fee Award Practices Needed in Legal Times 13 (February 13, 1984) . The authors also point out that bonuses may have the effect of penalizing the least blameworthy defendants since complex and novel cases, where bonuses are most common, often present very close questions. This point is not lost on courts which follow the English Rule. For example, in Canada, where losing parties typically pay the winner's attorney fees, an exception is made when a new point of law is at issue in the case. In that situation, fees are often not shifted. See P. Lantz, Costs as a Regulatory Device, 2 Advocates' Q. 396, 417 (1981) .
71. See Berger, supra note 64, at 322-23 and n.164.
See How Firms
Bill, Nat'l L.J., Feb. 27, 1984, at 25-36 for discussion of a variety of billing practices including volume discounts, contingency fees for defense representation, flat fees, and "multiple" rates, which vary according to the identity of the client. 74. Laffq, 572 F.2d at 372. [Vol. 47: No. I of hours worked times a supposed "prevailing market rate." As Judge Wilkey has observed, where profit-making corporate law firms take on a Title VII civil rights case pro bono,
[tihere is missing an a priori pecuniary relation between the legal services undertaken and the willingness of any beneficiary to pay for them. Therefore, charging a losing defendant for the prevailing party's legal expenses at "market" rates which no one would ever have voluntarily assumed is to destroy the market concept by purporting to respect it.
7 5
As noted above, Copeland III had rejected the cost-plus approach of Copeland I and Copeland !! in part on the grounds of administrative difficulty. However, the need to determine a true market rate for different types of litigation in different locales is equally, if not more, difficult. First, delimiting the relevant market is a complex matter. This results from having to fix relevant market factors and to quantify them for purposes of analysis. The major area of the law in which a definition of market has been attempted is the field of antitrust. To define a market under current antitrust analysis, "one must decide the geographic dimension, the product dimension (what products are close enough substitutes to be included in the same market), and the production dimension (what products are or can be manufactured with the same production facilities).
' 76 These factors suggest a number of analogous inquiries which may be posed. As to the "geographic" dimension, one might be tempted to view the provision of legal services as part of a national market. Certainly the billing rates in New York differ markedly from those in Indianapolis. Examination of the "product" dimension also suggests a host of questions. Are the attributes of civil rights litigation and corporate litigation sufficiently similar to justify equivalent market rates? Would a corporate client view an experienced civil rights attorney as a substitute for counsel in corporate litigation? With regard to the production dimension, does the fact that corporate and civil rights legal services can be provided by the same attorney indicate a single market? Or should they be treated as potential entrants 75 . Copeand!!!, 641 F.2d at 914 (Wilkey, J., dissenting (1978) . An examination of the "product" dimension in turn calls for "an appraisal of the 'cross-elasticity' of demand" to determine whether "commodities [are] reasonably interchangeable by consumers for the same purposes." United States v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., 351 U. S. 377, 394-95 (1956) . Reasonable interchangeability involves three components: price, use, and quality. These factors, as applied, focus on the consumer's perceptions.
In applying the quality test to the legal market, the question posed would be whether the attributes of welfare litigation and corporate litigation are sufficiently similar. Id at 397. Certainly, both may be complex. But even if the inquiry as to similar attributes were to end there, there is only one factor favoring a finding that welfare law and corporate law are one market. Application of the second and third components points to considering the two areas of practice as two distinct markets.
The use test is a question of functional interchangeability. Id at 399. In this regard, it is doubtful whether many corporate clients would be comfortable substituting a welfare attorney as counsel in corporate litigation. Under the price test, "[i]f a slight decrease in the price of [one product] causes a considerable number of customers of [another] to switch ..., it would be an indication that a high cross-elasticity of demand exists between them .... ." Id. at 400. It is again doubtful whether any reduction in fees charged by a welfare attorney could cause corporate clients to hand over their business.
This thumbnail sketch only demonstrates the lack of refined analysis by courts which subscribe to a uniform market rate. Although a comparison of the market compensation formula for public interest litigation with the market inquiry posed by antitrust law can be faulted as comparing apples and oranges, it is, nonetheless, useful in emphasizing the limits of a simplistic analysis-that welfare law and corporate law are a single market simply because both involve the practice of complex law.
to the same market? Would the necessary adjustment on the part of the attorney be minor or major? What additional elements of time, cost, and education would be required in a change in the type of practice? That these questions have not been addressed, much less answered, demonstrates the lack of serious market analysis by courts that subscribe to a uniform market rate.
Second, once a market is delineated it is no simple matter to determine the rate which supposedly "prevails" in that market. This issue, with which courts regularly grapple, has numerous facets. A basic problem is that the public possesses little accurate information concerning fees charged by law firms. In some instances, such as bankruptcy fees, fee awards approved or ordered by a court necessarily become part of the public record. But more generally, the factual data regarding fees have remained the proprietary information of law firms, which guard this information closely. 77 Thus, courts typically rely on approximations of the market rate in ordering fee awards. In most instances, attorneys submit affidavits as to fees they charge in cases of analogous complexity. 7 8 For example, an NAACP Legal Defense Fund attorney might proffer an affidavit to the court describing fee awards he received in Title VII cases. Such an affidavit would then be used as evidence of the "market rate" for that attorney. The danger here is that affidavits may become boilerplate, the court accepting statements about prior fees without a rigorous review process. There is nothing to guarantee that earlier awards were based on satisfactory analysis. Although some courts have determined that evidentiary hearings are not required where there is no controversy over fee claims which are fully substantiated, 79 evidentiary hearings to review affidavits are often held.
0
Where required, such hearings constitute an additional complexity in the determination of market-based fees. Furthermore, attorneys rarely admit to discounting of fees or partial fee collection. Rather, in such circumstances one tends to claim one's top fee whether or not one receives it all the time. Courts must also deal with the problem of overcompensated time. Not only have courts recognized the need to reduce hourly rates for such non-attorney personnel as secretaries, paralegals, and law students, 8 1 they also must distinguish 77. Indeed, one of the frequent complaints about Copeland I was that the cost-plus-profit approach would lead to an opening of the books of major Washington law firms. Royce Lamberth, an Assistant U.S. Attorney in the District of Columbia, has attempted to secure, by subpoena, the files of the D.C. Bar's Lawyer Referral and Information Service List where many lawyers who handle employment discrimination suits have listed their fees. Lamberth contends that this information will provide "true" fees charged in Title VII cases. Washington Post, Jan. 17, 1983, at D2, col. 1. The D.C. Bar has resisted this effort. In a recent Title VII case, Laffey v. Northwest Airlines, 572 F. Supp. 354 (D.D.C. 1983) Another difficult situation arises where a law professor is a public interest litigator on the side. A professor can neither provide an hourly salary figure, since his only commitment is to teach a certain number of courses, nor compute overhead costs, because his office and support staff are provided by the university. Ostensibly, then, the value of a law professor's marginal time is whatever amount others are prepared to pay for it. This inherent lack of precision makes it difficult for courts to evaluate professorial fee requests. 8 3 In reaction to the many complexities faced in determining precise market rates, 8 4 suggestions have been made for approximating fees in a different manner.
In situations where the government is the defendant, for example, it has been proposed that courts award plaintiffs' attorneys the same amount the government pays for its legal advice. 85 Generally, government attorneys handle the defense in suits against the United States. Their cost to the government is a function of their annual salary and average hours worked, plus proportionate overhead. However, when in-house attorneys require special assistance, outside counsel may be retained, and their cost is generally higher. While the Justice Department limits reimbursement to outside counsel to $75 per hour, other government agencies pay substantially more, complicating the selection of a single government attorney rate. One solution would be to provide a range of "going rates" for government attorneys based on years of experience.
8 6 Another, which has received considerable attention recently, is to establish a "fee cap" based upon a senior government attorney's salary plus overhead. 8 7 The Justice Department's bill on attorney fees, currently pending in Congress, provides maximum compensation of $75 per hour to attorneys who successfully sue the government on civil claims. 8 8 The figure is "commensurate with-but still significantly higher than" compensation of the government's own senior attorneys and reflects an effort to correlate the fee claims of plaintiffs' attorneys with the cost of litigation to the government.
8 9 The argument for a cap is that it approximates a "reasonable" fee figure without requiring analysis of the personal books of attorneys and their law firms. Thus, it provides a "bright line" figure for fee awards. A cap also presumably reflects some congressional judgment-hopefully informed or studied-as to what the monetary value of legal work ought to be in suits against the government. It is a statement as to what a "fair" rate of payment would be, not necessarily a prediction of what the "market" rate might be. 90 Alternatively, it may simply reflect a disinclination to 85 . See Sylvester, OMB's New Assault on Legal Fees, Nat'l. L.J., Nov. 29, 1982, at 1, col. 4. 86 . This is the manner in which the Department of Justice determines how much to pay outside counsel. While paralegal services are compensated at the rate of $30 per hour, attorneys earn from $50 to $75 per hour, depending on years of practicing experience. See General Accounting Office Report, Justice Expenditures For Private Counsel and Judicial Fee Awards in Antitrust and Securities Cases, GAO/GGD-84-2, October 7, 1983, at 5-6. 87. The idea of a fee cap is not new to Congress. A $75 cap is used in fee shifting under the Equal Access to Justice Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(2)(A) (1982) . See also Model Rules for Implementation of Equal Access to Justice Act, 46 Fed. Reg. 32,900, 32,904 (1981) .
Also, a two-step cap is currently applied in awarding fees under the Criminal Justice Act. 18 U.S.C. § 3006A (1982 and Supp. V 1983) . Under that Act, attorneys appointed to represent indigent defendants receive fees of $30 per hour for court time and $20 per hour for out-of-court time. The Criminal Justice Act also contains a cap of $1,000 for felony cases and $400 for misdemeanors, id. § 3006A(d)(2), which can be waived for "extended or complex" representation. Id. § 3006A(d)(3). It is an abuse of discretion for a trial court to use the Criminal Justice Act rates as a guide when setting fees under the Civil Rights Attorneys' Fee Award Act. 42 U. S.C. § 1988 (Supp. IV 1981 . See Gurule v. Wilson, 635 F.2d 782, 793 (10th Cir. 1980) .
88. See The Legal Fees Equity Act, S. 2802, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984) . The bill also proposes to double the compensation provided under the Criminal Justice Act to attorneys representing indigent criminal defendants.
89. See 130 CONG. REc. S8498 (daily ed. June 27, 1984) (statement of Senator Thurmond).
90. Some arguments regarding fair government subsidy have developed in the discussion of fees for a criminal defense attorney under the Criminal Justice Act. 18 U. S.C. § 3006A (1982 and Supp. V 1983) . An indication of the problem is the recent strike by Washington, D.C. attorneys operating under the Criminal Justice Act, which underscored the claim that fees to attorneys representing indigents, which have not changed for more than thirteen years, are insufficient to attract competent counsel to criminal defense work. Note, however, that in the criminal defense context the aim is to ensure fair and quality representation for injured defendants and thus to encourage attorneys to take the time necessary to do a good job, not (Vol. 47: No. I spend more government money for legal assistance.
While a fee cap cannot account for true differences in costs incurred by attorneys, it does provide a baseline for fee determinations. It allows the court to set fees without utilizing cost accounting techniques. On the other hand, the "cap" is vulnerable to the criticism that, as a "bright line," it opts for ease of application over accuracy in reimbursement. 9 '
The concept of a "break point billing rate" similarly serves as a bright line, but is more flexible than a federally-mandated cap. As advocated in Carey, 92 each district judge would be expected to familiarize himself with the range of billing rates in the community and to select a break point figure beyond which compensation would be deemed a significant windfall to non-profit attorneys. One could also make use of the break point concept by determining maximum fees for particular types of cases. Rather than inquiring into the specifics of each case and the market relationship of the particular parties, judges would establish maximum rates for particular services performed by attorneys in their communities. Indeed, the market itself has developed a similar approach. Paying clients and their firms generally have in mind a certain amount a case should cost regardless of the hours expended. Bills are adjusted to reflect the reasonable cost of the services rendered if actual hours spent are not in line with these expectations.
V REASONABLE FEES AFTER BLUM v. STENSON
In Blum v. Stenson, the Supreme Court held that "reasonable fees" under the Civil Rights Attorneys' Fees Awards Act meant prevailing market rates. 93 It also determined that the prevailing rate in any given community would be the same for private and non-profit counsel.
94 Thus, the Court identified "the market" with "reasonableness."
In a footnote, however, the Court recognized the doubtful wisdom of such a view by noting that the concept of a single market for attorney fees abstracts from reality, and by admitting that constraints which apply to fees in the ordinary attorney-client context are neither present nor compensated for in court ordered fee award determinations. 95 In support of the first point, the Court made reference to the variety of services rendered by attorneys and to the disparity in rates which results therefrom. Regarding the second point, the Court noted that fees are typically negotiated with clients. Indeed, as the Copeland II court noted, fees are merely to encourage attorneys to take the case. Even under such circumstances, however, Judge Harold Greene has said, "Taxpayers should not be expected to pay criminal defense attorneys at the same rate that General Motors, AT&T and Mobil Oil pay for their own representation." Greene, Be Fair to Lawyers-And to Defendants, Washington Post, Sept. 12, 1983 , at A13, col. 2. While Greene supports an increase in the District of Columbia Criminal Justice Act subsidy, he recognizes that the equivalent of private-sector fees is not intended.
91. Also, this approach has so far been limited to fee awards in suits against the government. For other cases, the problems in determining "prevailing market rates" remain. Although the Supreme Court was aware that the market approach was seriously flawed, it nonetheless deferred to the view of several lower courts and adopted the simplistic position that "prevailing rates" are ipso facto reasonable. We are left with the anomaly of an opinion which mandates calculation of reasonable fees "according to the prevailing market rates in the relevant community" while simultaneously warning that [m] arket prices of commodities and most services are determined by supply and demand. In this traditional sense there is no such thing as a prevailing market rate for the service of lawyers in a particular community. 98
This contradiction is not resolved in the opinion.
Another example of the failure to consider the limits of a market analysis is the assertion by the Copeland III court that a fee award of $160,000 to attorneys who recovered $33,000 for their clients compensated them "for the market value of services rendered."
99 Clearly none but the wealthiest and most eccentric of clients would contract for "services" in the market at a price five times their value. This is not to deny that reasonable persons may assign value to the vindication of principles or the achievement of favorable precedents; it is simply to point out that the market has no mechanism for assigning dollar values to such desires. 1 00 This is particularly so in the fee shifting context: where the clients who do the contracting do not pay the bill, the market cannot provide a reasonable fee. If the intangible costs of discrimination and pollution and the non-monetary benefits of their abolition could be accounted for by the market, fee shifting statutes would not be necessary to encourage civil rights and environmental litigation. As is the case in personal injury litigation, contingency fees would sufficiently encourage private attorneys to represent wronged plaintiffs. Statutory fee awards were designed precisely to address the inability of the market to produce an optimal level of litigation in these and other categories. Once this is understood, it should become clear that the effort to label as "reasonable" whatever the market is supposed to yield is fundamentally misguided (even if the market analysis used was not fundamentally flawed).
What, then, is required? Congress has mandated "reasonable fees" determined in accordance with the standards laid out inJohnson. Those who say reasonable fees are whatever fees prevail in the market are positivists. Reasonableness requires more. First, it requires a more accurate determination of the various markets in which different legal services are priced. Second, it requires the imposition In sum, reasonableness requires fairness. For example, if an experienced corporate counsel represents a plaintiff in a discrimination case, it is reasonable to inquire whether it is fair for her to charge either the plaintiff or the defendant for her expertise in securities litigation. Hiring overqualified counsel at a premium would seem to be unreasonable. Just as duplicative hours and unnecessarily thorough research are shaved off a bill or fee request, so should charges for additional education and experience which are unnecessary to the case. The same applies to premiums paid to obtain counsel with exquisite offices in prime locations. Such adjustments should precede application of the Johnson factors, for they affect the base rate which is appropriate to the particular market.
Next, the Johnson guidelines must be reasonably applied. For example, in determining "the time and labor required," the court should evaluate the reasonableness of the number of hours charged.
10 2 This will require an objective rating of the amount of work different legal tasks should require.
In the absence of such fine-tuning, awards will be excessive. Though public interest advocates may claim fee awards are too low to provide incentives to take cases, 0 3 others, including this author, 0 4 have suggested and continue to suggest that the present fee structure overencourages litigation. The foregoing discussion has attempted to show how and why this is so.
The crying need in this area is for consistency and objectivity. There are ways to achieve this goal. The first is to require clearer statutory guidelines regarding fee awards. This will necessitate Congressional debate over the justifications for statutory fee shifting.' 0 5 The pending Legal Fees Equity Act provides the setting for such a debate, 1 0 6 granting an opportunity to plumb the role of litigation and litigators in our social fabric.
Where the government is not a party and, therefore, the Legal Fees Equity Act will not apply, there is no reason why the Judicial Conference cannot recommend detailed guidelines for judges to follow. 1 0 7 Nor is there any reason why these guidelines should not suggest specific monetary figures. In other contexts, market prices or wages are determined by administrative agencies through extensive data collection and analysis. For example, the Labor Department sets "prevailing wage" rates under the Davis-Bacon Act 108 by means of an elaborate system which identifies actual contract prices in metropolitan and rural areas throughout the country. 0 9 The data is examined and compared against Bureau of Labor Statistics data. Although courts cannot undertake this type of administrative task to determine prevailing attorney fees, other independent bodies certainly could do so. The Judicial conference might set up a project to collect available data and to perform detailed analysis aimed at measuring prevailing market rates for particular types of cases in regions throughout the country. Another approach which would move toward consistency in fee awards would be to remove the process from the federal judges and assign all fee petitions to a magistrate. That magistrate would quickly build up expertise about fee claims in a community. A common law of fees would then develop and attorneys would be able to determine in advance which claims they could successfully make and how much is likely to be awarded. This resulting consistency would make it easier for them to decide whether or not to take a case. Further, this heavy dose of fee petitions would ensure that the magistrate, in effect a "taxing master" of the English variety, will know better than anyone else the real market for legal services in a community and could make awards accordingly.ii°T hese procedural tools for implementing fee shifting by court award will operate differently depending on the theoretical justification for fee shifting which is deemed legitimate by Congress and the courts. These theoretical approaches ought to be exposed and their ramifications fully discussed. Only by understanding the implications of the system they have wrought can Congress and the courts hope to improve upon it.
108. 40 U.S.C. § 276(2)(a) (1981) (wages paid to laborers and mechanics on public works projects to be based on "prevailing wages" as determined by Secretary of Labor).
109. 29 C.F.R. § § 1.2, 1.3 (1983) . Rev. 1297 Rev. (1975 .
